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Abstract—The existing cam & follower mechanisms used in
Internal Combustion engines have a 35 mm line contact between
them causing frictional losses. These frictional losses in present
line contact are being considered on the higher side. These
frictional losses affect the total efficiency of an Internal
Combustion engine. So the line contact is reduced by optimization
to 5mm contact only to check whether stresses are in limit or not
to recommend for implementation.
IndexTerms—Diesel Engine Cam Drawing, ANSYS 12.0, Stress
Analysis, Material Deformation.

INTRODUCTION
Cam follower mechanism is a widely used mechanism in
various machines, engines, etc. In this topic I have evaluate the
effect made due to change in geometry of cam follower like
reduce friction & increase in efficiency. Thus I have decided to
change the shape of a cam. The cam of the cam follower
mechanism is of flat type; which makes line contact with cam.
This line contact of cam with roller will be changed to point
contact by doing modification in the geometry of cam. The
modified geometry of a cam should satisfy conditions: A) It
should make point contact with roller of cam-follower
mechanism.B) The values of stresses of an original geometry
and modified geometry should be within limit. C) The value of
frequencies of an original geometry and modified geometry
should be within range. The purpose of this project is to reduce
the friction between cam and the variety of different types of
follower and cam systems that one can choose from is quite
broad which depends on the shape of contacting surface of the
cam and the profile of the follower. The existing cams used in
internal combustion engines are made in a variety of forms
which have a line contact with follower. As line contact
between current cam and follower mechanism results in high
frictional losses which results in low mechanical efficiency.
Hence in this work an attempt is made to change the flat face of
cam to a curved face cam, so that the required point contact
can be achieved to minimize frictional losses.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Design optimization of cam & follower mechanism of an
Internal Combustion engine for improving the engine
efficiency. The current mechanism employs a flat cam. We
have to change the flat face of follower to a curved face cam,

thus achieving the required reduced line contact with same
strength. We have to keep the stresses in the mechanism within
limit after modification of cam.
OBJECTIVE
Conduct a static stress analysis using Finite Element
Analysis software for modified curved cam & existing cam
check the feasibility of its use.
METHODOLOGY
The objective in building a solid model is to mesh that
model with nodes and elements. Once the creation of solid
model is completed, set element attributes and establishing
meshing controls, which turn the ANSYS program to generate
the finite element mesh. For defining the elements attributes,
the user has to select the correct element type. This is most
important task in finite element analysis because it decides the
accuracy and computational time of analysisConduct static
stress analysis using FEA software for modified curved cam &
existing cam to check the feasibility of its use. Conduct a static
stress analysis of existing cam using FEA software then
modefy the geometry to a curved cam & then check for
developed stresses in FEA software. The material of cam we
have to select here the existing cam material is 100Cr6 so that
we have to select that material. 100Cr6 is the widely used
material for camafter that we have choose the element type for
meshing here I am preferring solid 90 which is a higher order
version of the 3-D eight node thermal element (Solid 70). The
element has 20 nodes with a single degree of freedom,
temperature, at each node. The 20 node elements have
compatible temperature shapes and are well suited to model
curved boundaries.The type of meshing used for cam is FREE
mesh. The meshed model looks like as shown in fig B. After
cam meshing we have to give applied load and set boundary
conditions.
A. Solid Modeling of Cam
To perform finite element analysis of cam, the solid model of
the same is essential. Fig.1shows a solid model of cam.
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B. MaterialProperties

C. Finite Element Analysis Procedure

Table-I: Material Properties
Material

100cr6

Young's modulus

2.1e5MPas

Poisson Ratio

0.3

Density

7.850×10-6 Kg/mm3

Yield Strength

410MPa

Defining Element Types

Defining Real Constant Constraint

Defining Material Properties

Meshing

Loads and Boundary Conditions

Stress Analysis

Mode Superposition Methods
Figure 1: Solid Model Of Existing Cam

Material
of cam
100 Cr6

Obtained
stress to
compare with
limited values
of strengths
like TS YS

Results

Figure 2: Meshed Model Of Existing Cam
Figure 3: Flow Chart OfFinite Element Analysis Procedure
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STRESS ANALYSIS
D. Original Existing Cam
By creating the geometry of existing cam as shown in fig.1
with flat face width of 35 mm& meshing it as shown in fig.2
for stress analysis. I have given the load of 1962N on existing
cam & stresses developed are 42.308 MPa& deformation of
0.0015606 mm. as shown in following results (Fig. 4and Fig.
5). Here we can see the stresses developed and deformation of
material formed which is quite less than the material ability but
because of contact area of existing cam the frictional forces are
somewhat large. So if we success to achieve the reduced
contact between cam and follower then there will be less
material contact and less frictional forces due to that engine
efficiency must be increase.

Figure 5: Magnified image of deformation

E. Modified Cam
To perform finite element analysis of modified cam, the
solid model of the same is essential only the geometry of cam
should be change as shown in Fig. 6 because of that the contact
area will be decreased from 35 mm to 05 mm. after modifying
geometry of cam meshing could be done. For this also we are
preferring solid 90 element and same material 100Cr6. After
meshing the cam will look like as shown in fig. 7now by
giving the boundary conditions and applied load we can
perform the stress analysis and can find out the developed
stresses and deformation happened.Here for modified cam I
have given the same load of 1962N on existing cam & stresses
developed are 238.99 MPa& deformation of 0.0044703 mm. as
shown in following results (Fig.8& Fig.9).

Figure 4: Magnified image of stress
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Figure6: Solid Model of Modified Cam
Figure8: Magnified Image of Deformation

Figure7: Meshed Model of Modified Cam

Figure 9: Magnified Image of Deformation
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CONCLUSION
Load applied on existing and optimized cam is 1962N vonMises stresses are 42 MPa max in existing cam. Where as it is
238MPa in optimized cam means five times more but still the
results are acceptable because that are within safe limit.
Deformation on existing cam surface is 0.00156mm &
0.00447mm on optimized cam means four times more than
existing but still is acceptable because it is within limit.
From above results it is clear that optimization is acceptable
to get the benefit of low surface contact of cam and follower
hence low friction so that low friction loss of energy and hence
mechanical efficiency of engine must be increased by this
concept of optimization.
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